
Sheer Magic: 
A History 

and Making 
of Wool



Before Our Time

� Sheep were domesticated 10,000 
years ago.

� Sheep generally wandered around 
from one place to another, through 
the villages and around them, 
looking for grass to eat under the 
care of a shepherd. Often shepherds 
were children, sometimes groups of 
children. But sheep were also kept 
on a larger, more industrial, scale.

� In 3,500 B. C  man learned to spin 
wool.



(Not) Right at the start

� No one knows how knitting 
started. Most of the earliest items 
have rotted away. Most think that 
it started in Egypt

� Some believe the Greek Gods and 
Goddesses were known to sew.

� Early knitting needles were made 
out of bone, ivory, and turtle shell.

� Early knitters came from Egypt.  



FIT FOR A KING

� The first knitted objects are gone 
because of the material used.

� The first items knitted were from 
Egypt and considered a male 
craft.

� King Henry VII was the first 
European to wear knitted 
stockings.



WOOL
vs

COTTON
� Wool was one of the 

many textile items that 
started the revolutionary 
war. 

� Women knitted socks, 
hats and scarves for the 
war soldiers.

� Cotton and silk were 
later popular because 
wool was hard to find.

� Later the wool industry 
would take a hit when 
synthetic fibers were 
invented in the mid 
twentieth century.



KNITTING 
BOOKS

� The first knitting fabric 
book was published in the 
17th century.

� Today the industry is 
dominated by  China, 
Australia and New 
Zealand



FROM
SHEEP

TO 
SHOPS

� First the farmer 
gently sheers the 
sheep of it’s wool. 



FLEECE
The shorn wool coat is 

called a fleece.
It is also called 

"grease wool" because 
of all the oil and 

lanolin in the wool. 

This fleece must be 
cleaned before it can 

be processed into 
wool yarn



WASHING
� This is done with 

soap or detergent  
to remove the 
grease.

� This is call 
scouring

PICKING
The wool is 
“teased” to open 
the locks and make 
it more consistent.



CARDING

� This step uses 
hand cards that 
look like brushes

� It gently combs 
the wool

SPINNING
� The spinning 

frame will turn it 
into yarn. 

� This is collected on 
wooden bobbins.



TODAY

� Yarns of all colors 
and textures are 
massed produced 
and popular 
around the world.



ANCIENT ART 
STILL 

POPULAR TODAY

Sheep wool and yarn 
began as an ancient 
art but it is stilled 
valued today.


